1. Let p be an even real-valued function belonging to Lx(-oo, cc) and consider the integral equation A j p(A(x -y))p(y)dy = pp(x), (1) A) p(A(x -y))p(y)dy = pP(x),
Denote the positive eigenvalues of (1) Set (2) R($ = f e^p(x)dx.
J -oo
It was proved in [4] that if R(í¡) is sufficiently smooth, assumes its maximum M at £ = 0 and only at £ = 0, and (3) lim t2(M -R(Ç)) = c (0 < c < oo), then lim A2(M -Pi,A) = cjt2/2/4.
A-** This result had been conjectured in [l] , where the discrete analogue (concerning Toeplitz matrices) was proved. In [5] we considered the case where (The kernel of course depends on a. It is given by (6) below.) Moreover any sequence of A's tending to infinity has a subsequence for which pjiA converges in mean square to an eigenfunction of £ corresponding to the eigenvalue \j.
When a = 2
which is the Green's function for the operator u->m" with boundary conditions w( -1) = w(l) =0. When a=l the kernel is again elementary. It is
The theorem in this case had also been conjectured in [l] . In this note we remove the restriction a¿2. We take as our starting point a bounded real-valued function £(£) and consider the operator Ta on £2(-1, 1) defined by where 1 r1
Pie) = -I ei*xpix)dx.
We assume that for each A this operator is completely continuous. This will hold if lim £(£) = 0, or if (2) holds for some pELP (1 úp^2).
In the latter case TA is the integral operator with kernel ApiAix -y)) and we are dealing with the equation (1) .
The additional assumptions on £ are: Moreover each sequence of A's tending to infinity has a subsequence for which Pi,A converges in mean square to an eigenfunction of K belonging to the eigenvalue \j.
In case ot is an even integer 2k the kernel K(x, y) will be the Green's function for the operator re-> (-1)* uw on ( -1,1) with boundary conditions
(This follows from Lemma 3 below.) In this case the Toeplitz matrix analogue of the theorem was proved by Parter [3] . In his proof Parter observed that it is enough to show that the limit of the eigenfunctions is a weak eigenfunction of the formal limit. We use this idea in our proof. We shall repeat here a few things already done in [5] , notably the derivation of certain identities involving K. This permits the present paper to be entirely self-contained.
2. Define, for x, yG(-l, 1) and 0<<ña<2, cos air/2 . .
The integral is to be interpreted as a principal value if y<x. If (Ragl, K(x, y) is defined only for X9iy. Define, for \y\ <1, all real x, and 0<(Ra:<2 (a^l),
2irT(a) J m>1 (f--1)"" \ I -y \ Lemma 1. We have
Proof. Assume first that a is real. The function
is analytic in ät>0, all relevant arguments being taken to lie between 0 and r. If we extend the function to the real axis by continuity, a simple contour integration shows
Assume x^l. Then (8) may be written
If we multiply both sides by e~i*al'i and take imaginary parts, we obtain
This shows £o(x, y) =0 for x^ 1. Since £o(x, y) =K0( -x, -y) we also have £o(x, y) = 0 for x^ -1. A similar argument applied to (8) with | x| ^ 1 gives £o(x, y)=£(x, y). Finally the identity (7) for real a implies the identity for complex a, since both sides are, for fixed x and y, analytic in a.
We leave to the reader the proof of the estimates B\ x -yl®"-1, (ña < 1,
Of course B denotes a constant which will depend on a.
Lemma 2. For any a in 0 < (ña < 2 we have | í|a I K(x, y)e*xdx = e*«
sin ar 1 r ei{1
Proof. We may assume (Ra<l. We have e*«*| x -yl«"1^ = 2r(a) (cos air/2) | f j-V1*.
Also,
As X-> =0 the inner integral tends boundedly to 2r(a) (cos car/2) \ £| ~a. Conse-
The identities (7), (10), and (11) give (9).
The analytic continuation of K to (Ra>0 is obtained, when x<y, by successive partial integration of the right side of (6). We obtain, for
As for the case x>y, note that Lemma 4 below implies that for real a<2 we have K(x, y)=K(y, x) lor all x, y. Thus we may take as the analytic continuation of K(x, y) for x>y the continuation found for K(y, x). The reader can verify that the kernel K(x, y) is bounded if (Ra^2.
The extension of (9) is found by successive partial integration. We obtain (with a, ß, and k as before)
sin a7r/2 r el{l
where S denotes the operation of multiplication by i-1 followed by d/di. We assume henceforth that a is real and positive, and retain the meaning of k and ß: k= [a/2] and ß = a -2k. We denote by J£ the integral operator on Lt(-l, 1) with kernel K(x, y). From the assumption on g and Holder's inequality it follows that | £| kgELp for any p in 2 < p < 2. ß+t
We can always find a p common to the two intervals. Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3 and 4. 3. In this section we prove the theorem. We assume it true for allj'<j and shall deduce it for j. For simplicity we take M=c=l; the general result follows easily from this special case. Let gELi be such that j £| "l2gELi. We have Xj^Xy.
Lemmas 6 and 7 give the theorem.
